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Abatrac::. d class of binary codes, satisfying the equality in a specialized version of the Johnson 
bound, is kltroduced, which contains perfect codes and the Preparata 2-error correcting codes. 
These codes are shown to contain t-designs, which can be extended to (t + l)-designs. It is 
shown how the weight-distribution of these codes can be uniquely derived. 
$j 1. htroduction 
Binary codes satisfying the equality in the sphere packing bound are 
called perfect codes, and are all known (cf. [ 131). The purpose of this 
paper is to introduce a class of binary codes satisfying the equality !.n a 
specialize4 version of the Johnson bound (cf. [ 41). This class of codes, 
which w call nearly perfect, includes perfect codes, shortened 1 -error 
correcting perfect codes, and the Pretparata 2-error- correcting code5 
(cf. [ 91). Nearly perfect codes possess properties very similar to those 
of perfect codes. It is known, for example, that the: vectors of weight 
2t + 1 in a perfect i-error correcting code form a (t + l)-design, which 
can be exltended to a (t + 2)design (cf. [ I]). Similarly, we shall show 
that, in a nearly perfect f-error correcting code C of length yt, the vec- 
tors of weight 2t + 1 form a t-ciesign, which can be extended to a (t + l)- 
design of type (t + 1, 2t + 2, yt +- 1) by adding .r-in ov~al.1 parity check 
coordinate to all vectors of C. A necessary condition for the existence 
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of a perfect t-error correcting code, due to Lloyd 15 1 I is the e.~iste~ux 
of C” distinct integra:i zeros in the so-called Lloj& polynon rial of degree t+ 
We shall obiain a similar c-ondition for the existence of a nearly perfect 
t-error correcting code, which is not perfect, namely 1:he xistence of 
$a 1 distinct integral zeros in a given polynomial of degree t+ 1. Another 
property nearly perfect codes share with perfect codes is the invariance 
of the weight distribution f’or any translation of the cgde by ctne of its 
vectors. Hence, for these ,:odes, the weight distribution gives t’u3e distance 
distribut%n, and we shall show how their weight enumerator can be 
uniquely derived. 
After having completed this paper, we became aware’of the paper 
“Uniformly packed codes”’ (in Russian), by Semakov et al. [ 101, in 
which similar results are obtained by different methods. In particular, 
the weight distribution of the Preparata codes was also obtained by 
Semakov et al. [ lo]. 
The paper is organized as follows: in § 2, we introduce the specia- 
lized Johnson bound and define nearly perfect codes; in 53, their main 
combinatorial properties are derived; 94 is devoted to the necessary 
conditions for their existence; in $j 5, we show how the weight d&&&u- 
tion can be uniquely derive :; finally in $6, we conclude the paper with 
a discussion ol’ the first few codes in the class, and pose some open 
questions. 
As for the notations MX$ for a finite set S, we denote by ISI its num- 
ber of elements, while thro:!ghout his paper [a] dl,:notes the integer 
pat-t ofa, that is the greafzsr integer not exceeding a. For a code C, we 
denote by C + x the translated code 
_ c+x={u+xluEc), 
which obviously has the same number of vectors and & ~:anc:e properllries 
as C. For any two vectoirs u and V, we denote by d(zr, V) their Hamming 
distance, that is the number of coordinates in which they differ. The 
weight W(V) of a vector II is the number of its nonzero coordinatles. 
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52. The specialized Johnson bm~nd 
Let C he a binary code of length n, with odd minimum distance 
d = 2t + 1. For any vector v in V(n, 2), the i,-ector space of dimerasion 
n over the binary field, let us +%ote by St(v) the set of vectors at dis- 
tance less than or equal to t from v. Then, 
IS&v)l = 1 + (7) + (;) + l **+ (:)* 
and, since for any twc distinct vectors u, v belonging to C, S,(u) and 
S,(v) are disjsint, we must have 
(2.1) ICI* (1+(;)+(;)+...+(:)) I IV(n,2)1=2”, 
which is the sphere packing bound. Codes meeting the bound are called 
perfect, and have the property that any vector OC the space belongs to 
exactly one set S&v), with v E C. For a non perfect binary code C, there 
tixists at least One vector Of the space at distance greater than t from 
every codevector, that is belonging to no set S&v), with VE C. Considering 
the set T(v) of vectors at distance t+ 1 from a particular codeqjector v, we 
partition its elements into tw;, classes, T,(v) and T&J), accord.ing as 
they belong I:O some S,(u), u E C, Or not, that is, 
T,(v) = {x E T(v)1 34 E c, x E s&4)} , 
Tp(v) = {x E T(v)Ix $ S,(u), Vu E C} . 
Lemma 2.1. &reach v E C, IT,(v)1 <_ [(n - ;j;(t + l)](T). 
Proof,, Let x E T,(v). Then, x E S,(u), for some u E C, and we have 
d(x,v)=t+ l,cl(x,u) < t, d(zr, v) > 2t -k 1, which: frctm the tria@e 
inequality, is only possitk for d(x, u) + f&x, V) = d(u, v) = 2t + I. In 
that case, iwe have I 
IT&(v) n S,(u)l= 
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where Nzt+l (v) is the set of codevectors g at distance 2t + 1 from IA 
Since any two vectors in N 2t+l (v) are at least at distance 2t + 1 from 
each sther, the (28 + 1 )-sets of coordinate places in which they both 
differ from II can share ait most a t-subset, And since there are at most 
I( )B - t)/(r + 1 )] (2t + 1 )-subsets of an n-set sharing precisely a given 
t-srxbset, * de easily deduce 
(2.3) IN,,,, (VS 5 I(n - O/O + 1 )I (:)I (:‘+‘a ’ 
which proves the lemma. 
Cor&ary 2.2. For each V E c, 
iTp( 2 ,; 1 - [(M - t)l(t + l)] I2 . 
! ) 0 t 
Proof. The result immediately follows from Lemma 2.1 f since, for any 
v E C, we have 
ST,(v)!+ i?yv)l= IT(c)1 = $9 1 . ( ) 
The following theorem introduces a speS5ahzed version {of the John- 
son bound. The Johnson bound itself (cf. [ 41) uses the nLimber 
max. IN&)!, rather than tke: specialized bound on this number given 
in Theorem 2.3. 
Themem 2.3. (The specialized Johnson bound). FW any code, of length 
n, and mirzimum distance 2t + 1, 
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Proof. There are at least I U VEcT @(v)1 vectors OS the space not contained 
in any S,(V), v E C. A &en vector of the space can belong to at most 
[n&t + l)] distinct sets Tp(v), o E C, since vectors of the code are at 
least distance 2t + 1 apart. Hence, using Corollary 2.2, we obtain 
from which the result follows, by noticing that the number of vectors 
in 
U (S,(v) c’ Tp(“)? 
VEC 
has to be less than or equal to 2n. 
The codes satisfying the bound of Theorem 2.3 with equality are 
called nearly perfect. We observe that, for a nearly perfect t-error cor- 
recting code, any vector of the space is at distance t + 1 at most from a 
codevector. Hence, a nearly perfect code is quasi perfect (cf. [S] ). We 
shall now study these codes with more details in the next section. 
53. Combinatorial properties of nearly perfect codes 
JLRmma 3.1. For any nearly perfect b-error correcting code of length n, 
the following properties hold: 
(i) any vector at distance greater than t from every codevecrar is at 
distance t + II from exactly [nJ(t + l)] codevectors, 
(ii) any vector at distance t from ugiven codevector is at distance 
t f 1 from mxtl,V [(n - t)l(t + 1)] other codevectors. 
roof. Equality in the bound of Theorem 2.3 implies equality in Leu,ma 
2.1, Corollary 2.& and (2.3), (2.4). Part (i) of the lemma follows from 
equality in (2.4) cf. Theorem 2.3. Part (ii) follows from equality in 
Lemma 2.1 Indeed, referring to the proof of Lemma 2.1, for any vec- 
tory diffetig from v in t given c;o:orclinate places, th,$re are in that cw 
exactly [(n - t)/(t + I) ] axievechws 24 at distance t $- 1 from y . 
In order to establish our next rt .;ult, we need the folilowing definition= 
A t~de@rz, or tacticail configuration, with parameters h, - (f, d, n), is a 
coktion g of d-subsets of a given Pa-set, S such that any t-subset of S 
is contained in precisely X, members of c10. The parameters are non-neg- 
ative integers with 0 5 1’ < d < pz. Any t-design, with t 2 i, is a (t - i)- 
design, wit fr 
In p;uticular, the numb,” :’ of elements of c10, which are called blocks, is 
given by 
Those blocks of 30 all containing a fixed point P of S form L for t 2 1, 
a it - I)-design on S\(P) with parameters hi_, - (t - 1, d - 1: n - l), 
& = h,, called the cr’etive~l design 1 . The remaining blocks of 93 form 
another (t - I)-design, called residual design l, on S\(P), with parame- 
ters A;!_., - (t - B 4 d, n - l), A;‘_, = A,_, - A,. 
‘fieormm 3,2.h any marl;, perfect t-error correcting (codp of (length n, 
the codevectors at distance d = 2t + 1 fk*om a given codevector v deter- 
mine a t-desigrd:, with parameters [(n - t)/(t f 1) 1 - (t !, d, n ). 
Proof. Let S be the set of coordinate places, and consider the set NJv) 
of codevectors at distance d from v. Any u E Nd(v) determines ad-sub- 
set af’ S, namely the subset of coordinate places in which u and v diffe;. 
It follows from Lemma 3. :, part (ii), that any t-subset of‘ S is contained 
in precisely [(n - t)/(t + l)] such d-subsets, which proves the theorem. 
’ These terms a~ wed wish a different meaning here than in ehe theory of block designs, 
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Theorem 3.3. For any nearly perfect t-error correcting code of length n,, 
the set T@(v) of vectors at distance t + 1 from a codevector v, and at dis- 
tance greater than t ,kom every other codevector, determines a t-design 
withparametersa-(t,t+l,n),wherea=(n-t)-(t+l)[(n-t)/(t+l)l. 
hod Let S again be the set of n coordinate places, and consider the 
set h of all the (t f l)-subsets of coordinates in which an element of 
T,#) differs from v. These (t + l)-subsets are precisely those not dun- 
tained in the d-subsets forming the design A of Theorem 3.2, and as 
such B is equal to the set difference of the set C of al1 (t f 1 )-subsets of 
S and the set D of those (t + j-subsets of S which are contained in the 
d-subsets of A. Both C and D are t-designs of type (t, t + !, n), with 
A” = y1 - t in C, and XF = (t + l)[(n - t)/(t + l)] in B. Hence, B is a 
t-fdesign with the required X, = A: - I$‘. 
Remark. We observe that the parameter a can be defined as the least 
positive residue of n + 1 (mo$l (t + 1)), that is u = n + 1 (mod (t + I)). 
We further observe that, f;>r a f; 0, or IZ + I = 0 (mod (t + l)), the spe- 
cialized Johnson bound r&uces to the sphere packing bound. Hence, a 
nearly perfect t-error corre sting code of length n = - 1 (mod (t + 1)) is 
a perfect code. This is not a contrsdtction, since the latter is known to 
be a necessary condition foIr the exlstznce of a perfect code (cf. [ 14, 
p. 953). Furthermore, for 6’ = 0, we observe that design-: A of Theorem 
3.2 is actually a (t + I)-design, with parameter A,.,, = 2, a wx:lt which 
was alread;* obtained by Assmus and Mattson [ 1 I . 
We shall now proceed to show I.hat the t-design of Theorem 3.2 ca:: 
be extended to a (t -5 l)-des@n on n + 1 
tended cod, of the nearly perfect codea 
wing definitions. 
points, by considering an ex- 
To this end, we make the folio- 
Given a binary code C, with length n and odd minimum distance 
d = 2t + 1 9 an extended code C’ of C, is a code of length M + 1, with 
minimum distance d + “I and vectors of the form (v, f(v)], with v E C, 
where f is any fixed BOO~LUI function, such that f(u) +f’(v) = 1 (mod 2) 
for any two vectors u and v, with d(u, v) = d, in C. One obvious way to 
construct such a C’ is by chasing f to be an overall parity check. that is 
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f(v) = w(v) (mod 2), (cf* ~2, p. 333] ). Conversely, given a mde C’ of 
length y1+ 1 and Gnimunt distance d + 1, the punctured code C [ 2, 
p. 3341 is obtained by systematically deleting a fixed coordinate from 
all vectors of c’. Obviously, ICI = IC’ I, and the minimum distance of C 
is at feast d. It foll’ows that, for any code P of length n + 1 an.d mini- 
mu;~ distance d+ 1 = .2t+2, such that the number of vectors I C’ I satisfies 
the bound of Theorem 2.3 with equality, any of its punctured codes C 
of length IZ is nearly perfect. We shall show, in the following theo:rem, 
that any such code C’ is necessarily an extended code of a nearly per- 
fect code C, obtained by adding an overall parity check. 
Theorem 3.4. If a punctured cade Cof a codt C’ of length n + 1 and 
mir&mm distance d + 1 = 2t -t 2, Wh 0’ E C”, is a r?:early perject t-error 
correcting code, then C’ is m extended code of C, obtained by adding 
an overall parity check. 
Proof, Let us denote by v’ = (v, p(v)) the vectors of c”, where v is the 
corresponding ylector of C, and p(v) the value of the corresponding 
punctured coordinate. We proceed by induction on w(v), the weight of 
v. Since 0” E C’, we have p(O) = 0. On the other hand, since c’ has dis= 
tance d + 11, f’cx any it E C, with w(v) = d, we must have p(v) = 1. Assu- 
me that, for all u E C, with d 5 w(u) < k, we have p(u) z U’(B) (mod 2), 
and choose any v E C, with w(v) = k. Let us consider the translated code 
C’f v, which is nearly perfect, since it has the same number of vectors 
and minimum distance as CC. Hence, cf. Theorem X2, the vectors of 
weight d GI C+ v form a t-design. Consider any t-subset of the set of 
nonzero coordinates of v, and Ilook at the [(n - t)/(t + i )] vectors gi of 
weight d in c + V, all containing the given t-subset amon< their nonzero 
coordinates. Then, since w(v) > 2t + 1, and since 
(n -- t) -(t + 1) [h - t)/(t + 1)] L t, 
there is at least one Zj, P say, such that v and z have more than just t ones 
in common, that is 
(3.3) w@ * 2) >, t + 1 , 
where v *z derlotes the component-wise product of the vectors v and z. 
Let ZI be the corresponding vector of C that is u = v I- z. Then, since 
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W(U*vfv)=W(1C*v)fW(v)-2w(u*v), 
(3.3 j yields 
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w(v) - w(uc * vj 2 It -f- 1 o 
Moreover, since 
(3.4) w(z) = w(a) + w(v) - 2w(u *v) = 2t + 1 , 
we obtain w(v) 2 w(u) + 1. IIence, w(u) < k, and p(u) 2 w(u) (mod 2). 
But, since d(u, ‘u) = d, we must have 
p(v) 2 1 + p(u) (mod 2) , 
and, since, from (3.4) w(u) and w(v) have the opposite parity, this im- 
plies p(v) = w(v) (mod 2), which proves the theorem. 
The following theorem shcvvs that the t-design of Theorem 3.2 can be 
extended to a (t -t- 1).design on n + 1 points. 
Th&xem 3.5. If a punctured code C of a code C’ of length n + 1 is a 
nearly perfect t-error correcting code of length n, then the vectors at 
distance d + 1 = 2t + 2 from a given vector v’ in C’ determine a (t 6 l)- 
&s@p, with parameters h - (t+ l,d+ l,n+ 1),X= [(n-t)/(t+ l)]. 
Roof. Let s’ be the set of n + 1 coordinate places of the code C’, and 
let P be any fixed point of S’. The blocks of our design are the (d + I)- 
subsets of S’ determined, by the coordinate places in which vectors zl’, 
at distance d + 1 from v’, differ from v’. Let us show that these blocks 
form a (t + l)-design on S’. To that end, we consider the code C of 
lengtn n, obtained from c’ by systzmatically deleting the coordinate 
assoc.iated to P from the vectors of C’. Then, C is nearly perfect, and 
aecjrding to Theorem 3.2, the vectors at distance d from any u/Nor v 
of C determine a t-design, with parameters [(n - t)/(t + l)] - (t. d, n) 
on the set S =: 5”\(P). It follows that any (t + 1).subset of S’ containing 
P is contained in precisely [(n -- t)/(t + l)] blocks of our design. Since P’ 
can be chosen arbitrarily, this proves the theorem. 
CkmAhry 3.6, bn any nemly perfect t-error correcting cod? of leflgrti 8, 
the veictors at d&mm? d + 1 = 2t e 2 from a g--divert vector v detem me a 
tamdesigq with parameters 
X--(t,d+ l,n), A= [(n-t)/(t+ I)]@--d)l(t+2). 
Proof. Let C be a IRi!lrly perfect t-error correcting Code, and C’ a parity 
check extension of CT. For any zr E C, the corresponding sector Y’ = (u, 
p(v)) E C’ determines a(t + I)-design as in Theorem 3.5. The derived 
de&n i _ the t-design corresponding to codevectors of C at distance d 
from ‘v, while :the residual design has the parameters indicated in the 
corollary and correq:onds to codevectors at distance d + 1 from V. 
Hence, the corollary is proved. 
54. Neewary conditions for the existence of J 
nearly perfect binary code 
A first series of necessary conditia;ls for the existence of a nearly 
perfect i-error correcting binary code is obtained from Theorem 3.5, 
which ensures ;r:he xistence of a (t + 1 )-design on r~? + 1 points. 
Theorem 4.1. If a binary t-error correcting nearly perfect code of length 
n exists, then the numbers 
Q( n - t):‘(t -t l)] 
(n-;+i) ,(t+;+i) , 
i = I, 2, l ... t + 1, fue ,lrZZ irztegers. 
Proof. The parameters A,.,, _i of the successive derived uzsigns of the 
design [(n - r)l(t + 111 - (t + 1, 2t; + 2, y1+ 1 >i are all integers, for 
i= 1, 2, l ... t *f 1. 
Another necessary condition is r)btained from the equality in the 
specialized Johnson bound. Since the right-hand member of the equality 
is only divkible by powers of 2, the same priaperty must hold for the 
left-hand member. Hence, WC hr:Ye the folj2svving theorem. 
$4, A~?WWQJ conditiom for the existerrce qf a nedy perfect binury code 
Thmm 4.2. For my nearly perfect t-error correcting binary coa?e of 
length n, we have 
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n -- t 
[ 1 t+ 1 
and ICI = 2n-r. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to the following theorem, which 
is a generalization of Lloyd’s theorem [S] . 
Theorem 4.3. Let there exist a nearly perfect t-error correcting binary 
code oj’ lc;:gth n, with n + 1 f 0 (mod t + 1). Then the polynomial 
(4.1) Q(w = Qt&) + ,-- 
n 
+ lj&---m tQ,,,W - Qt__l 6)) 9 i 
where Qk(x) is the Lloyd polynomial of degree k, has t + I distinct ifl- 
tegral zeros among 1, 2, . . _, n. 
Our derivation of this theorem is very similx to van Lint’s derivation 
of Lloyd’s theorem (cf. [ 14, 5 5.41). Therefore, we shall omit the tech- 
nical details of the proof. Instead, our goal will be to establish the basic 
combinatorial argument on which this theorem is based. However, be- 
fore introducing this argument, in the forthcoming Theorem 4.4, we 
shall need some material from the theory of group algebras. 
It is well knowr that V(n, 2)) the space of binary n-tuples, has the 
structure of an elernentary Abelian group of order 2n, which we shall 
denote by G. The group algebra QG of G over the rational field Q CRAP 
sists of all formal sums 
(4.2) A = E lIiVi 9 with u5 E Q , 
l$EG 
whc re we use the notation E to distinguish such Formal sums from the 
addition in Qe The product in QG, denoted by the symbol *, is defined 
bY 
The elements 
(4‘4) Yk = E zi’, for k=O, 1,2 ,.,. 3, 
cEG 
w(u) -I& 
formal PWES of alk elements of the same weight k in G, form the basis of 
a subalgcbra of QG, consisting of all elements (4.2) of QG with the pro- 
perty tk% qI = + if IY(u’~) = “(:g/ j. In parti~xtlar, we have, for 1 <, k < yt, 
(4.5) Yn * Yp(k+ l)Yk+l +(12-k+ ljYk - , 1. 
For more details concerning the material introduced, we refer to [ 14, 
9 5.41. 
The group algebra notation permits to represent a binary code C as 
’ the element C in QG, with 
Hn the same manner, any translated Izode C + zd of C is represented by 
(u) *C!, and, for dkjoint translated codes Us + C, j = 1, 2, . . . . k, the ele- 
ment 
represents their union. If, on the other hand, the translated codes Uj + C 
are not disjo:int, then (4.6) is an element of the form (4.2) in QG, where 
the coefficient GIN eq~ih the number of translated codes lto which Vi be- 
longs. In particular, the coefficient of v in Y, * C is the number of code- 
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vectors at distance k from V. The sphere packing condition for a perfect 
t-error correcting code is then simply expressed in QG as follows 
(4.7) (yo + Y, + .*. + Y,) * c= J, 
where J denotes the formal sum of all elements in G, that is the element 
representing the whole space of binary n-tuples. In the following theo- 
rem, a similar packing condition is obtained for a nearly perfect code. 
Theorem 4.4. If a binary code C of length n, with minimum distance 
d = 2t 6 1, is nearly perfect, then its image C in QG satisjks 
(43) ( 
Y, + Y, + . . . -1 Y,_, + - 
1 
Kn + wu+ w V,+ Y,+l) ) * C=J- 
Proof. Let us denote by L) the set of vectors at distance greater than t 
from every codevector, and by D its image in QG. Then, by deifinition, 
we have 
(4.9) (Ye+Y, +.,..+Y,)*C+D=J* 
Considering the image Ytgl * C of the set of vectors at distance t + 1 
from codevectors, we have, from Lemma 3.1, 
(4.10) Yr+l * C= [n/(t + l)]D + [(n - t)/(t + l)] Y,. * 42. 
The result then follows, by elimination of D between (4.9) and (4. IO), 
observing that 
[n/O + 111 = E(n + 1)/U + l)l 9 
unless n + 1 5 0 ([mod t + l), in which case the code in actually perfect 
Theorem 4.3 can be de’rived from Theorem 4.4 by using some proper- 
tiles of char;acters of G, that we shall n0.w briefly recall. A charac$er x of 
G is a &omomOrphism of G hto the multiplication group of Q. The set 
of all characters of G forms a group isomorphic ts G, and can be exhi- 
bited as the set of m8appiszsj 
xu : G -+ {,+I, -- 1) , x,,(v) = (-- 1 )I@,@ , 
where (z , v) is the inner product of the vectors u and P. The characters 
of G are extended linearly 7~ li)GT that is, for A given by (4.2), 
where the summation is ma& in Q. Furthermore, for any two elements 
A andB in QG, we have 
x(A * 3) = x(A) x(B). 
For any elements .S in the: subalgebra generated by the elements (4.4), 
Erie value )cu (S’) of’ any character only depends on ii ts weight w(u). In 
particular, we tltive e. 
(4.11 j X,C~~) = F’k(Wu)) 9 
where P&) is the polyno.mial 
of degree k, witil CT) =: x(x - 1)(x - 2) . . . (X ---it 1 J/i! 
For a proof of the lattelr esult, as well as for more details concerning 
characters, we again rr:fer Uo [ 1 a] . We k arther notice that, with Pk (x) 
defined by 64.12), the polvnomial a 
, is the so-called LZc~yd pczZyno&a,! of degree Y. 
Let us now briefly indicate how Theore:m 4.3 can be deduced from 
Theorem 4.4. 
UGng a well known property of characters, we have, for any ZJ, with 
w(ub # Q, 
Hence, by using (4.11), we deduce from (4.8), for any u, with. w(u) = 
w # 0, we have 
- 
(4**4) ( 2 Pk’bQ + 
k=3 , 
I< 
M 
+ I):([+ *)I (P,(w) + p,+@)) x,(C) = 0, 
whence, for any u 35 0 such that xu (C) # 0, we must have &(w(zc)) = 0, 
where Q(x) is the polynomial (4.1). By using van Lint’s methods it can 
be shown that, for aqy ne;rrly perfect, G-Jt not perfect, t-error correcting 
code, there are at least t + 1 characters xu, with distinct weights 
w(u) # 0, such that x,(C) + 0, from which Theorem 4.3 follows. We 
shall, however, omit the proof, which is somewhat beyond the scope of 
this paper. Basrcally, it amounts to showing that the elements Yk * C 
are linearly independent over Q, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . t + 1. 
Another consequence of Theorem G.4 is the uniqueness of the weight- 
enumerator, for any nearly perfect code containing the zero-vector, 2s 
we shall show in the next section 
$5. The! weight-enumerator of EI nearly perfect code 
We shall need the followin lemma. 
roof. The result will be proved by evaluating in two different ways the 
expression 
for a chosen u with II;@) = i. We first &tain the right-hand side, by 
(:S b 1) in the form 
where th,: last summation gives, by use of (4.4), the vrllue P&v(u)), 
cf. (4.11:. The left hand side is obtai led by (5.1) as 
;: ;: ..* ;: (_l)U~v~+U2V2”,,.fUnvn xcp?‘~+...+vn, 
vg=o VfO “n =o 
with v = (vl , v2, +.., TV,,) and u = (ul, u2, . . . . un). Separating the y2 sum- 
mations, we easJly deduce that they contribute (1 - x) or (1 + x), ac- 
cording as r+ = 1 or 61. Hence, the result is (1 - x)~@)( I f _x)~~~~@~, 
which proves the lemma. 
Given a binary code C of length y1 containing the zero-vector, let us 
deDote by 
(5.2) A(x) = ;; Api 
i=O 
its weight enumerator, where Ai is the nurnber of vectors of weight i, 
that is at distance i from 0, in the code. Let us further define the poly- 
nomial B(zj by 
(5.3) B(z) = 1 /Cl (1 a#Q 1-? 
( ) l+r ’ 
Shat is, 
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Then, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that the coefficients B, of (5.3 j are 
given -by 
serve that, conversely, with x = (1 - z)/( 1 + z), we have from 
(5.3), 
whence 
(5.6) Ai = ‘c’ C BkPi(k) l 
2n k=() 
For a linear code C of length n with weight-enumerator A(X), the poly- 
nomial B(z) defined by (5.3) is actually the weight-enumerator f the 
dual code, an6 (5.3 ) as well as (5.5) are the well-known MacWi?liams 
identities [ 61. MacWilliams also obtained, for a linear code with mini- 
mum distance greater than 2t, the weight enumerators A&x) or” vectors 
of the space at distance j from codevectors (that is of Y’ * C in the 
group algebra yiotation), for j = 0, 1, 2, ..‘, t, in the form 
(5.7) Aj(X) = ” ;: /?$j(-i)(l - X)k(l + .~)n-k , 
2* k=O 
cf. [6, Corollary 1 .S] . Although the result was only obtained for linear 
codes, and fof’j i t, the proof is still valid for any code C, with 0 E C, 
and for any j, provided any vector Z2i appearing with a coefficient ai in 
Y” * C be counted with multiplicity ai in the enumerator. With this con,- 
vention> the polynomial (5.7) can be co nriitiered as the formal weight- 
ellumerator oi yi * C. 
emxn 5.2. The weight enumerator ,4,(X) ofa near& peyfec; t-error 
comcting code C of length n containing the zero-vector, expressed 0s 
is uniquely de :‘evrnimd by the conditions Bo = 1, Bk Q(k) z 0, for k -;t 0, 
wkrere Q(x) is tiie po&nromiaE (4.1), and 
n 
691 c .&P&k) = 0 , for i -, 1, 2, . . . . ‘Et ‘ 
k=O 
Proof. Let Ai( given by (5.7), be the weight enumerator of Yi ‘* C. 
Then, it fo!lows from Theorem (4.4 that 
A,(x)+A4r(x)+ . . . “; A,_,(x)+ 
A,(x) + A,,, w 
[(n+ 1)/U + l)% 
=(I +x)” , 
that is 
(5.10) ;; BkQ(k)(l -~)~(l +.x)~-~ = g, (1 +x)” , 
k=O 
where Q(x) is the polynomial (4.1). Since the polynomials 
(I --x)~ (1 +x)“-~ obvious& are linearly independent for k = 0, 1, . ..? n, 
we deduce from (5.10) that&Q(k) = 0, for k # 0. From (5.4) we obtain 
and finally, expressing that A 1 = A, - . . . A,, = 0, we deduce from (5.6) 
the 2t conditions (S1.9). Since from Theorem 4.3, Q(x) has t + ‘B integral 
zeros, there are at most t + 1 distinct values k # 0, such that B, # 0. 
These t + 1 nonzercl Bk are then uniquely determined by tht: 2r equa- 
tions (5.9) which proves the theorem, 
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Ccmllary 5.3. The distPibution of d&tmces around any codevector sf’a 
rzeurly perfect code is independent of that codevector. 
Proof. Let C be a nearly perfect code, Lnd let v be any codevector. Th:en; 
8 E C + ~1, and the weight distribution of C + v gives the distribution elf 
distances around v. Since CT+ v is nearly perfect, Theorem 5.2 applies, 
which proves the corollary. 
56;. Some classes of nearly perfect codes 
We coWude this paper with a discussion of the possible izxistence of 
nearly per:%& &error correcting codes, for the first few values of t. 
6.1. For t = 1, we obtain from Theorem 4.2 the necessary conditions 
(6.1) ,CI=2n-p, n+ 1 +a=2’, 
withas n t 1 (mod 2), O<& 1. 
For a = 0, codes) with parameters (6.1) are known; namely the perfect 
l-error correcting codes of length y1 = 2r - I, which exist for any Y. 
For a = I, codes OS length y1 = 2’ -a 2, satisfying (6.1), are easily ob- 
:ained by shortening (cf. [ 2, p. 3361) a Iperfect i-error correcting code 
C of length II + 1. The shortened code consists of the subset of vectors’ 
of C having a constant value on any coordinate place, with this latter 
coordinate removed. By using the results of 5 5, we easily obtain the 
weight enumerator of a nearly perfect code, with t = 1, in the form 
(6.2) 
1 
JNX) = ;r+ Y ( 
(1 +X)n +3(s?+ 2)(1 -x2+n 
Thewem 6.1. A tiy rzearZy perjkct l-error correcting code 
YE = 2’ - 2 is a shortened perfect l-error correcting code. 
of length 
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Proof. Let C be a nearly perfect l-error correcting code of length 2'- 2 
and let D be the set of vectors at distance greater than 1 from every code 
vector. Then, from (4.9), we obtain, with C and 13) definedl as in g4, 
(6.3) (Y,!+Y,)*C+D=J, 
which implies) 
(6.4) (Y,,+Y,)2*C+(Yo+Y1)*D=(n+1)J. 
Using (4.5), we obtain 
(Y, + Y,)” =(n+ l)Y, +2Y, +2Y, ) 
and since, from Theorem 4.4, C satisfies 
(6.5) I(k&+2Y1 t2Y2)*C=nJ, 
we obtain, by subtracting (6,s) from (6.4), 
(6.6) (Y,-~Y,)*D+C=J. 
observing that l.DI = ICI, we deduce from (6.6) that D is a nearly per- 
fect I-error correcting cc:de (compare with (6.3)). It foll,Qws that, by 
adding an extra coordinate with value 0 on vectors of C, and with value 
1 on vectors OLD, we obtain a set of 2ICI vectors of length n f ! = 2r -. 1, 
with muiual dktance at least equal to 3. The resulting code satisfies 
the sphere packing bound (2.1) with equality, and accordingly is per- 
fect, which proves the thfkorem. 
6.2. For t = 2, with n + 1 f CI! (mod 3) 0 5 a <- 2, we obtain from Theo- 
rem 4.21 the necr?ssary conditions 
(6.7) ICI = ?y 1 +y1+ 
n+l n 
0 = n+l-_a 2 2’ > 
for the existence: f a nearly perfect 2-error correcting code. 
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For a = 0, (6.7) mhms to the known conditions for the existence of 
a perfect Z-error correcting code, and has no solution y1 for ~ltrfch such 
a code of length n exists, except for the trivial code of length 5 (cf. [ 14, 
52.11 I ). 
For a = 2, (6.7) implies 
(1 + n)(2 + n) = 2’+r , 
which obviously has no solution YE. 
For a = 1, (6.7) gives 
(n -I- l)2 = zr+l , 
which has a soEutr~7n for n of the form 4” - 1. A family of co&s C 
with parameter? ,v1= 4m - 1 z FCI = 2”-‘, Y = 4m - 1, aad minimrm dis- 
tance 5 was exhibited by Preparata [ 91, for any m 2 2. Since these 
cades satisfy the specialized Johnson bound, they are nearly perfect. 
Hence, all results of this paper apply. For example, the v&o:-s i;;lf weight 
6 in the extended code form a 3-design (Theorem 3.5 1. By using the 
results of 5 S, we can express the weight-enumerator f the Prepara ta 
codes in the form 
(6.8) A(x) = 
2 
(n+ 1)2 
(1 +.xy + n( 1 - Xp+‘)( I +-T&n-l 8 + ,.. 
+#(n- l)d,(l --ai~)~‘(l +Xjn-dl 
where d, =-&I + 1 -:- *,ETl), and d2 =j-(n + I - d-1). For exam- 
ple, for the first code in &e class, first discovered by Nordstrijm and 
Robinson [7], with parameters y1 = 15, ICI = 293, we obtain 
1 A(x)= i-g ((1 +sp +70(1 -.?g(i +s’i9 
+ 15(1 -x)8(1 +x)+42(1 -X)‘O(l +-# 
= 1 + 42X5 + 70X6 + 15 X7 -t- 152 + 70X” + 42X’” + P . 
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It was recently shown by Sloane et al. [ 111 that the Preparata codes 
are subcodes of perfect l-error correcting GO&S of the same length. On 
the other hand, these co’des are non-linear. The following theorem shows 
that these properties hold for any nearly perfect code with the same 
parameters. 
Theorem 6.2. Let C be a nearly perfe?ct 2-ermr correcthg code of length 
nz4m - 1, and let D be the set of vectors at distance greater than 2 
from ever)l codeved;)tor. l%en, C is nonlinear, and C u D is a perfect !- 
error correcting code. 
Roof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 0 E C. We first 
observe that, in that case, the vector 
j=(l, 1, 1, . ..$ 1) 
also belongs to C$ since in the weight enumerator of C, given by (6.8), 
the coefficient oi. xn is 1. Hence, for any v E C, its binary complement 
v + j also belongs to C (cf. Corollary 5.3). Now, consider tile set of 
Eb(n - 2)] codevectors of weight 5 containing a given pair of ones. Ob- 
serving that 
[+(n - 21 =$(u - 3) =4(4”-’ - 1) 
is an even number, we con&tie that the binary sum of !&se vectors is 
a vector ICI of weight 
3[+(n - 2)] = n - 3 . 
It follows that v cannot belong to the code, since otherwise v + j, a vec- 
tor c(f weight 3, would also belong to C, which is impo-6 ible since the 
minimum weight is 5. This proves the first part of the theorem. The 
second part is proved by making us * of (4.8) and (4.9), which give 
59) n(Y,+Y1)*C+3(Y2+Yj)*C=I$J, 
(6.10) (Y*+Y,+Y*)*c+D-g, 
g 6. Some dmses of nearly perfect cock S- 
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where C ;and D are the elements representing C and D, respectively, in 
QG. Observing that one has 
cf. (4.5), we obtain from (6.10) 
=(a+ 1)Js 
whence, by substracting (6.59, 
(*,+*l)*(C+n)=J, 
which shows that C U D is a perfect l-error correcting code (cf. (4.7)), 
and proves the theorem. 
6.3. For t 2 5, no solutions have been found so far to the necessary 
conditions of Theorem 4.2 except for trivial codes. For t = 3,4, all 
possibilities have been ruled out, by using a method due to van Lint 
[ 141, except the known solution y1= 23, t = 3, a = 0, corresponding to 
the existing perfect Goiay code [3], and solutions corresponding to 
trivial codes. The question of the existence of other nearly perfect codes 
is still open. However, the necessary conditions imposesf by the existence 
of the t-designs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are so severe that the existence 
of such codes might be considered as quite improbable. 
Another interesting question, that has not been considered in this 
paper, is the possible uniqueness of a nearly perfect code, with given 
parameters. Linear perfect l-error correcting codes are easily shown 
to be unique, and the same holds true for the Golay code, when linear- 
ity is assumed, However, since nonlinear perfect l-error correcting codes 
also exist (cf. [ 15 _1), these codes are not unique, when linearity is not 
assumed. Quite surprisingly7 the uniqueness of’ the Nordstrijm- Robinson 
code [7], as well as the uniqueness of the Golay code without a.ssuming 
linearity, has been shown by Snover [ Ill]. It would be interesting tr; 
know whether the other codes of the class, referred to in Theorem 6.2, 
are unique. 
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